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Dirty Thrills are an emerging force who take a diverse range of inspirations and adapt
them to the demands of the 21st Century hard rock music sphere.
âDirty Thrills formed after a drunken night of jamming in a quiet village pub in Wiltshire,
but what started out as an inconspicuous session swiftly birthed an ambitious group with
the drive and determination to bring the glory days back to the rock scene. Having
released and toured a self-titled debut record in
2014, fast forward to 2017 and the band signed to Italian powerhouse label Frontiers
Music srl, played the UK’s Camden Rocks, Wildfire Festival and Ramblin' Man Fair over the
summer as part of the build-up to the release of their new album, ‘Heavy Living’, released
September 2017. Recorded at the legendary Monnow Valley Studio and produced/mixed
by James Loughrey (The Darkness, Skindred, Sumo Cyco)
âIn 2015/2016 they played upwards of 100 shows around the UK and Europe, including
both headline tours and arena support tours. A personal invitation by Joey Tempest of
Europe, saw them support Europe on their ‘War of Kings’ tour, followed by Supporting
Scorpions on their arena tour in late 2016. In 2017 they have been invited to share the
stage with Black Star Riders, Blue Pills, InMe and GUN. Most recently, 2018, Dirty Thrills
have toured extensively across Europe with Skid Row, prior to getting back in the studio
to record their next album.
â
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Louis James - Vocals, harmonica
Jack Fawdry - Guitar, backing vocals
Aaron Plows - Bass
Steve Corrigan - Drums
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Dirty Thrills - The Brave (2018)
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Dirty Thrills - No Resolve (2014)
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